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SOLVING RANDOM WALK PROBLEMS USING RESISTIVE ANALOGUES
The classical method of solving random walk problems involves using
Markov chain theory" When the particular random walk of interest is
written in matrix form using Markov chain theory, the problem must then
be ,solved using a digital computer. To solve all but the most tr.ivial
random walk, problems by hand would be extremely difficult and time con-
suming" Very large random walk problems may even prove difficult to
solve 'on th~ smaller digital computers.
This paper intends to demonstrate a method that may be used to
soive large random walk problems in a quick and economical manner. This
alternate method uses resistive ,analogues and has the added feature of
extracting particular solutions without having to completel~ solve the
problem as would be necessary using a digital computer. Many analogues
of random walks may also be quickly amended to include other random
walks with relative ease using this alternate method of solution. Be-
cause,this method uses nothing more thana power supply, a DC voltmeter
and a set of resistors', the analogue of a particular random walk prob-
lem may be left set-up without incurring any loss of time or money on a' - .
digital computer" ,Once the resistors, are mounted'in a permanent 'fashion,. ,
'the, random, walk a.nalogue~ '.ma.,. als<? be used' as an 'effective demonstration
of random walk probabilities in the classroom.
To understand the random walk'problemand its solution, it is first
necessarY to review Markov chain theory., By using Markov chain theory,
the equivalence of resistive' networks to random walks can be demonstrated.
A knOWledge, of'basic probability, matrix and DC circuit theory is also
-2-
. necessary and will be assumed.
FINITE MARKOV CHAINS
A Markov chain is an/important type of stochastic process. A sto-.
chastic process is any sequence of events or experiments that can be
subjected .t~·a· probabil.is.tic:'an8,lysis. -. If' the set ~or'p()ssible': olltcQples
is finite, the procesS is said to. be finite.
DEFINITION 0 A finite stochastic process with outcome functions f O' rl~
... e." f
n
.is a Markov chain process if the starting state, given by fO~
.is fiXed and
(1) Pr [f
n
= tl (f
n
_1 = s) 1\(fn_2 = r) A ... l\(f1 = a>} .
= Prl fn= tlfn_1 = sJ .....
(2i) Pr [fn= tlfn_1 .. s] = Pr [ fm= t\fm_1 = s].
for' all' m ~ 1,' n ~ 2, and any possible seq~ehce of outcomes a, .... , s, t.
In other words, "the outcome of a g~".en event depends only on the'
. outcome6f" the immediately preceding event; andj"moreover,. this' depend-
ence is the same at all stages" A Markov chain process maY,aIBo-be d~..;
fined using another,equiv:alent, defiriition. ' .
, DEFINITION. A Markov .chain. pro·cess is determined by specifying the
following information:' The~e is a given set of states fsl' 52' .e., B
r
). '.
The proc~ss can be in on~ and only o~e of these states at a, given time
and it moves successively from one state to another •. Each moveria
_ .', i.
~ '...
"". -,
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called a step•. The probability th~t the process moves from 5i to 8 j
depends only on the state s1 that it occupied before the step~ The
transition probability Pij' which gives the probability that the proc~s5 .
will move from ~i to Sj' is given,for every ordered'pair of states.
Also, an initial starting state is specified at which the process is
assumed to ·beg~n.1
Given the set of transition probabilities {Pij } ,"these probabili-'
ties can be arranged in the form ora transition matrix P,
.;
sl s2 ... s r
51 P11 P12 ", •• e ,P.1r
s2 P21 P22 ..... P2r
. p ., .= .. ,
• ...
.' s 'Pr1 Pr2 o •• Prrr
\ilhere·e.ach row of .. P is.' a probability vector with the following prope~-
'ties.
(4) for all i, j.
A Markov chain can now be determined completely by specifying the
'. -.- •.
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transition matrix P and the ,st~rting'state.
using the finite case of the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation. This equa-
Thus~ the vector giving the probabilities for being in each of the states
'wen) (s ») 0 pk kjO
The new weight functions for each state will be
(n) (, .)
W ,Sj =
r
. ,)n+l) (Sj) = L
k =
-'(n) , ( (n)( ) (n)() (n)( »
W" = W s 1 ' W s2' • •• , :w sr •
In matrix languagejl this is
Given the Wen) .vector, it is possible to determine the W(n+1) vector
tion is
signed to each' state.
"Once the Markov chain is determined, the outcome probabilities of
the n-th step can be analyzed. Given the set of states fsl' s2'···" ,.,sr} ,
a 'new weight function wen), corresponding to the n~th step, can'be as~
after n+1 steps is obtained by multiplying the ,transition matrix on the
left by the probability vector corresponding to n 'steps. If the process
All po.ssible 'n-:th outcome weights can then be expressed by<the vector>'-:·-
~W(n)
as
-5~
is started in s'i' w< 1) will be the i-th row of P, W'2) = W'l) 0 P,
....W(3) = ....W(2) • P t
'0 •• ' e c.
The probabilities for being in each of the states after n steps
can also be determined by performing.operations on the transition matrix
P. If the process is started in si and ~(1) is the i-th row of P, then
;(2) = W( 1) .• ' P is the i-th row of p2, -W(2) • P is the i-th row Qf' p3 , .. 0
., etc•. He~ce wen) is Ithe i-th row of pn. Thus, the various rows of
flgive the vector -W.(n) for various starting' states. The probability
that the process will be in state Sj after n steps if it is 'started in
,state si, can now be expressed as p~~), which is given by the ij-th
entry or.. the matrix flo
~- FINITE ABSORBnJG MARKOV CHAINS
A special class of Markov chains called absorbin~ Markov chains
will~nowbe introduced.
I DEFINITION. A state in a Markov chain is an absorbing state if it is
impossible to leave it v A Markov chain is absorbing if (1) it has at
least one'. ~bsorbing state, and (2) from every state it:i:.s possible to
go to'. an.absorbing 'state (not ~ecessa~ilyin one.step).
. .
When a. process reaches an absorbing state,. the process :is said to
be absorbed", If the.k-th state is an ab~orbing state, then the k-th
~ow of.the matrix P will have the probabilities
-6-
(5) . Pkk =. 1 G
(6) p = 0km for m :I k.
The .three most pertinent questions concerning finite absorbing··
Markov chains are:
10 What is the probability that the process will be absorb-
ed-in a given state?
2. On the average, how long will it take for the ·processto
be absorbed?
3.. On the average, how many times will the process be in
eachnonabsorbing state?
The following theorems and definitions wtll be needed to answer these
questions.
1.0 THEOREM.' In a finite absorbing Markov chain, no matter where the
process starts, the probability after·n steps' that the process is in an
'absorbing state tends to 1 as n tends to infinity~
PROOF .. ·By definition, from every state it is possible to go to an ab-
sorbing state. Suppose that from any nonabsorbing state it is possible
to reach an absorbing state in not more than nsteps ... Further, let nbe
the largest of the number of steps required from each state.. Hence there
is. a positive number p such that the probability of'- entering an absorb-
ing state in at most n steps is at least p, f~om every nonabsorbing state.
Hence the probability of not reaching an absorbing state in n steps is
-7-
atl. most (l-p), which is less than 1. The probability of not reaching an
. k
absorbing state in kn steps is less than or equal to (l-p) , and this
probability tends to 0 as k increases. Hence the theorem follows.
Consider, now, an arbitrary finite absorbing Markov chain. The
states will be renumbered so that the absorbing states come first. If
there are s nonabsorbing states and r-s absorbing states, the transition
matrix will have the following canonical forme
.i I
r-s s
,-...-.... ,...,-.
8 1r-s·I I 0
I
I
.,
p.
- - - -1- -_ .. e
R I Q
·1 sI
Here I is an (r-s) X (r-s) identity matrix, 0 is an (r-s) X s zero matrix,
R is an s.X (r-s) matrix and Q is an s Xs matrix.
Earlier j it was shown that the various rows of po give the vector
wen), which corresponds to the various weight functions for each state
after n steps~ If P is multiplied by itself n number of times obseTv-
. ing the'pa:rt,i:t:to.n~°the.mat;ix·pYl-:)lill. be·
-8-
, I
I I 0 0. '.
I
ptl =
- - - .... --'
*'
I
R I Qn
9
From.Theorem 1.0 it can be, seen that the 'powers of Q tend" to' 0 .. Hence
as P is raised to. higher and higher powers, ,the partioned'n1a.trice~
approach a. matrix ,whose last s columns' are ail 0 ~ This is the·, inat.riX .
version of Theorem .1 80.
'1. 1 THEOREMe> ,For any finite abs.orbingMarkov. chain, I-Q has, an inverse,
,and
. ,(I_Q)-l = I + Q + Q2 +
PROOF Go '. 'Considerthe identity
".0 =
.. " .:
) -
2· 1(I-Q) 0 (I + Q + Q ,+ .••• + Qn~ ) _I_Qn.
Asa consequence of Theorem 1.0, the right side tends to I. This
matrix has' determinant 1. Hence for su~ficiently large 'n, I_Qn must
have. a non-zero deterininant~ 'aut the'determinant of a product of
),
.~
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two matrices is the product of the det~rminants, hence I~ cannot have a
zero determinant. The determinant not being equal to zero i~ a suffici-
entcondition for a matrix to have an' inverse. Hence I-Q has an inverse'.
Since this inverse exists, it' is possible to multiply both sides of the
identity by it:
But the right· side of this new identity clearly tends to (I-Q)-l, which
2
completes 'the proof•
. ..
DEFINITION 0 For an absorbing Markov chain, the £undamental matrix is
defined to be N = (I~~)~l 8
DEFINITION. The function n j is defined to be ~he total number of times
that the process is in ~j. . (This is de·fined only for nonabsorbing' state
Sj~ r Thefunct:l.Ond~k) is defined to 00 equal to 1 if the process is in
'state Sj after k steps, and is 0 otherwise.
It ~s now possible to give a probabilistic interpretation to N. ,Let
f;~n1·:be the set of nonabsorbing states and Mi[nj1 be the mean value of
the function n j . ~f the process is ,started in 5i8
-10-
PROOF. It is easily seen that
Hence,
.. '-{ >: '.. «1-pi~»·,o + pi~) · 1)}'
k = 0
00
- L fpg)l.
k =0
, .. 1
'. :. \ 00
= L Qk
k c.-= 0
= N.
since S.i 5 j are ·nonabsorbing. ~
This completes ~he proof.3
.......
" .
. l
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'rhis theorem establishes the fact that the mean of the total number
of times the process is in a given monabsorbing state is always finite, .. '.
and that thes~ means are·siJl).plygiven byN.
DEFINITION. Let t be a function giving the number of steps (including
the original position) in which the process is in a nonabsorbing,state.
'If the proce~s starts 'in an::absorbing s~ate, then t = O. .If the
process starts in a nonabsorbing state, then t gives ,the total nUmber
of steps needed to reach an absorbing state. In an absorbing chain, .
.this is the time 'to absorption.
For the next theorem, it will be assumed that there are s nonab-
sorbing 13tates and that C' is an s-compqnent column vector with all. "
entries'equal to 1•
1.3.THEOREM~
PROOF. It,is easily seen that
Hence,
-12-
since thisg1ve's,th'~r¢wsumaofN. BY'stunming,'the' rows of' N:, the mean
, numbErr'of steps the process takes before ab~orption can be obtained for,
each starting state sio
For the next theorem, let fsal be the set of absorbing states.
1.4 THEOREM 0 If b ij is the probabi1~ty,that the process s1ia~tingin
nonabsorbing state si ends up in absorbing state Sj' then
PROOF .. Starting in si,>the. process may be absorbed in Sj in one or more
steps•. The probability of absorption on' a single step is ·Pi.o If this.J .
.does. not happen, the.process may move 'either to another absorbing'state
(in which case it is impossible t·o r'each' s . )., .or to a nonabsorbing state.·
. ' .. J. .'.
,ske In the latter case there is' probability bkj of beingabsorbe~ in .the
. right state •. Hence,~·
The review of Markov chain theory is now complete. By using
'Theorems 1.2; ,1.3 and 1.4, all three questions concerning finite absorb....
-13-
which c~n be written in matrix form as '
B = R + QB.
Thus ',.
, ,
~herefore, by multiplying the N (fundamental) ~trix on the right by ..
the R matrix obtained from the original canonical form, the Bmatrix of .
absorption probabilities is obtained.
ing Markov chains. can now be answered.
" ' ..:
'. ,
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FINITE ABSORBING· RANDOM WALKS·
Another special class of'Markov chains called random walks will now'
be introduced •. '
DEFINITION. A random walk is a ¥arkov chain which represents a lattice
of states in n-dimensional Euclidian space with the property that if the
.". pr~ce~s is in a given state' sk' then in a single step the process can
only move to a state .immediately adjacent to sko
It the set'of ~tates in the lattice is finite, the random walk is
said to be finite. Recallingthe.def1nition of·absorbing Markov chains,
absorbing' rand<?~:~8:1~~:')1!ayb.~.~siJlltlarly,~.~Jined•..
DEFINITION. A state i~ a random walk is an absorbing state if it is
imposslble to leave it. A random walk is absorbing if (1) it has at
least one absorbing state, and (2) from every st.ate it is possible to
. g~ to an absorbing state (notnecessarily'in one st~p).
The class of random walks that this paper intends to investigate
will be the class of· finite absorbing random walks. The main question
concerning this class of random walks that. the resistive analogue meth-
'od of solution will answer is: What is the' probability that .the process, .
if started innonabsorbing .state si,.w~llbe absorbed in states j ?
.This:~uestion maybe answered, using Markov chain theory, by soivin~ for
the B matrix. However, if there ares number. of nonabsorbing' states in
-15~
in t.he, lattice, it will necessita.te' inverting an's Xs matrix. This
'5 X's' 'matrix is the (I-Q) matrix constructed from the original canonical
form.
To illustrate the classical method of solution, the following
simple 2-dimensional random walk will be used. See Fig. 1. The number-,
ed squares indicate the absorbing: states and the numbered circles in-
dicate the nonabsorbing states. The lines connecting the states indi- '
cate the,pa~h th.at t~e random walk may takee
Fig. 1.. ,
If the probability is 1/4 that the process will take each of the
four steps available (assuming that it started in a nonabsorbing state),
"
then the P matrix is
. ,. -16-
. ~.- .
8 9 12f '2 : J 4 5 6 7 10' 11 ';
0 0 O· 0 0 '0 0 r 0 0 0 0
I
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
I
. 5 o· 0 0 0 0, o· 0 I o. 0 0 o.
6 0 0 0 0 0: 0 .0 1° ,0, :0, 0
p -~' 1 ·07 ,0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
I
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1
') - - - - - -4- -- - --
9 1/4 0: 1/4 0 0 .' 0 0 0 1 0 ·1/4 1/4 0..
10 0 1/4 0 1/4 0 0 0 0 11/4 0 0'1/4
1.1 0 0 0 0 1/4 ,0' 1/4 0 11/4 0 0 1/4 .'
12 ·0 . ·0 0 '0 0 1/4 0 .1/4 1 0 1/4 '1/4 0
. l
. .
From the· canonical form' of the . P matriX it . can b.e seen that .the' Q'. :
'matriX is
. I
9 10 11 12
. , 9~ 0 1/4 1/4 0
",
,. -.-.
, '\
The (I-Q) matrix 'is then
-17-
The inverse of this (I-Q) matrix is
9 10 11 12
" 9 1 -1/4 -1/4 0
10 -1/4 0 -1/4
(I-Q) =
11 "-1/4 0 -1/4
. 12 0 -1/4 -1/4
'0. ,
9 10 11 12
9 . 7/6 2;/6 2/6 1/6
10 2/6 7/6 1/6 2/6
11 2/6 1/6 7/6 2/6
12 1/6 2/6 2/6 7/6
2 3 4 567 8
9 7/24 2/24 7/242/24 2/24· 1/24 2/24 1/24·
10 2/24 7/24 2/24 7/24 1/24 2/24 1/24 2/24
11 2/24" /24 2/24 1/24 7/24 2/24 7/24;2/24 0 .
12 ·1/24 2/24 1/24 2/24 2/24 7/24 2/24 7/24
"( )-1I-Q - N ==
"."B.a NR =
Finally," theB matrix is
.,.'"
-18-
-- ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
The definition of an electric circuit that this paper will use will
be the following one.
DEFINITION. An electric circuit is a finite number of terminals, some
of which are connected by wires_ The wire connecting terminals i and j
has resistance r ij and conductance gij= 1/rij - If there is no conn-
ection between terminals.i and j, then gij = 0; also, gii = 0 for all
terminals. "The voltage on·, terminal i will be vi e.
'. . - .
To-insure that all terminals '~are connected, "it will· be 'assumed
. . ; -..
that for ,each·terminal'i,
(7) 0 <L gij < 00.
j
It will now be necessarytodiffer~ntiate between two different
types'of.te"rminalsg Let, fVn~bethe set ~f terminals at which no fixed
voltage is applied and let fValbe the set of terminals at which fixe~
. voltages ot 1 volt or 0 volts (ground) are applied.. (These sets are
formally equivalent to the sets fSn~ and fSa\ -)
"~ow, as a consequence of ,Ohm's Law and Kirchoff's Law,
L{Vi - Vk ) • gik - 0, . vi' {vnl·
,.k
-19-
IVi . gik = I Vk gik
k k
~Vk gik
k
Vi = •Lgik
:k
By-letting
gij
P '.
,
ij
·Lgik
k
then
V -i"
,where'
In other words" any terrnin'al voltage vi~ {VnJ, is a weighted average of
the' neighboring terminal voltages. The ,Pij terms can be con,sidered as
tbe'sametransitionprobability terms of'the Markov chain.
If th~ ~et of terminals {Vnl are now considered ,as nonabsorbing
'states and the set, of terminals {Va\ are considered as, absorbing states,
-20-
then
-.. -... ~
V = RV + QV ,
nan
-4l ~
where V and V are column vectors and Rand Q are the matrices obtainedn a - ""
from the canonical form of the transition matrix representing th~ elect-
ric circuit ll
. ~ . ' .
~ .
... ......
V = BV II
n a
...... : , .......-,
RV+ 'QV
a·n',
.....
V =
·.n
1G 5 THEOREM~
- . , .
, PROOF. - Give'nthe relationship..
then, _.~.'
-.. ,... ......
V -QV = HV
n n a
. -'P _
(I-Q)V .=: HV "
, 'n a'
V= (I-Q)~lHV
n a
----
'.- NRV
. a
~
~ BV II
a
"
-21-
Now, as a consequence of Theorem
0
1.5, if
v = 0:k
then,
o •
This is accomplished electrically by put~ing 1 volt on terminal j and
o volts (ground) on the rest of set ~Va~.
,~SISTIVEo.ANALOGUES __ 00
A resistive analogue willobe defin~d in the following manner~
DEFINITION. A resistive analogue is that electric circuit which is
equivalent to a given finite absorbing random walko
Another definition that will be needed °is the following one. 0
oDEFINITION.' For ,any 'state siE fSntin a finite absorbing random walk,
the set of transition probabilities {Pik\ will be defined qS the
probability profile of state si~
":.-' "
-22-
Whether or not a finite absorbing random walk has a resistive
analogue ·isdetermined by its probabilities profiles. Since any con~
ductance gij no"t only determines Pij but also Pji' and. conductances
are bidirecti~nal, gij ::II gji must be a mathematical requirement for
all .si ~ s jE {snl.
1.6 THEOREM. If a' fi~ite absorbing random walk has a probability
. profile o~ {Pik1 = Pik = 11m, k = " 2, ••• , m for all si' {snl ' ,then
the random walk has a resistive analogue.
PROOFc. By definition,
. Now, if i\ is defined as
A- ----
then
., .'l·
,
"':.-1
~. .
-23-
But,
P = p = ••• ~ p •i 1 i2 im
Therefore,
'Agi 1 = ).gi2 =
gil =: gi2 =
== >.gim
.....
1.7 THEOREM. A constant multiple of all conductances will not change
any of the probability profiles.
PROOF. From Theorem 1.6,
However, I, '
~,
A(gij) A(gij)
=L).(gik) AL gik
k k
gij
=
= Pij for any A f. o.
Lgi~'
k
-24-
1.8 THEOREM. Two resistive analogues are equivalent if one is aeon....
stant multiple of the other.
PROOF. This theorem follows from Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 107.
To sum up the procedure thus far, if a finite absorbing random
walk has a constant probability profile (satisfies Theorem 1.6),. then
a set of conductances .' {.gij } may besubstituted '.' for' i ts.set oftransiti~~,.. ~ .. '
probabilit:l.es {Pij\' Further, these conductances can be any value as
long as they are all the same. (Of cour~e if they areto'ohigh, the
current demand on the volt power supply may become excessive.) . Then;
by applying 1 volt to a particular absorbing terminal sjandgroUQding
the rest of the absorbing ter~inals.,.the voltage on any particular non-
. .
absorbing .terminal siwil~ equal the ab8~rpt.ion probability ..bij for
tl1e'random:walk'thatthe resistive analogu~ represents.
-25-
-- SOLVED RANDOM WALKS
The first random walk that was analyzed is the triangular shaped
one pi~tuI'ed,in Fig" 2 0
Fig.
There are 21 nonabsorbing states (28 states minus 7 absorbing states)
in this particular random walk. To determine the various absorption
prob~bilitieswould involve solving a21 X2t system of linear equations.
The set of probabilities the writer 'was interested in is the set
"
0l?tained if the ,pro~ess is started iri'state ,8.' If the process is
.,.;.
-26-
' ,j,.;:'.: .. ,
....::.:. started in state 8 and allowed to move only from top-to-bottom, the dis-·
tribution in absorbing states 1 through 7 is the ~amiliar binomial one.
'. ' However, .if the process is started in state 8 and allowed to move in a
random walk fashion, will the distribution in absorbing states through
7 still be binomial?
The answer is no. By allowing the process to be a random walk, the
probability of absorption on the end states such as 1, 2, 6 and 7 Will
be higher than in the binomial distribution. Thus, the random walk
tends to diffuse the process to the end states.
The absorption probabilities in the seven states (if the process
is star~ed 'in state 8) are:
Becau~e of Theorem 1.0, the sum of the absorption probabilities must
be 1" As can be seen, the accuracy appears to be quit~ good,,' It is
unlikely that the i~dividual probabilities differ from' their true
-27-
values by more than .001.
Fig. 3' shows the graph of both the random walk and binomial absorp-
tion probabilities.
2 3 4
• 1
5
Random walk
6 7
State
The comple~e solutions are graphically portrayed in Fig. 4,
Fig. 5~ Fig. 6 and Fig. 70 I The absorbing state in question has an
¥IX" marked in it while the corresponding absorption probabilities are
listed in ,their respective nonabsorbing state oircles.
-28-
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"Fig. 5.
~ ..
:";..
. : ... ..'
. Fig. 6.
•...• c.;'·"'
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.'-.
". ,"
.~ .
olthe .center-fold· symmetry in Fig. 7, many of·the·absorp-
'tion" pr~babilities are 'redundant Q Also" :the absorption probabilities
of"' state.·s··.·1 ;?and.3:·are "identfcai/:to ·tho·se .ofstat~s 5, 6 and' 7 .re-""
... - . " ',' '.': .: . ,.,"," >' .:','. '." . . . I .' .
:'·;sP.~~.tiY~*i/:"·For:·this~eason, only four diagrams are needed· for the
.':,,~. :',t,._ ..''',~: -'
:eoinpletesolution.
Many 'times, due· to symmetry,' solution' sets .of abs·orption. probal:i~ , :
ilities..areident.iealfQr different absorbing states 0, ··While.t.h~.tri- "
,an'~lar,sh'apedranclomwalk with "seven" absorbing states 'has four dis,;..
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"~inctlY'<iifferent solution sets,thecirctilar shaped random, walk in
": ,;.Fig.$ witl'i'eight absorbing . states has only one distinctly different
. solution -set •. '
In this particular random wal~~ -there are 17 nonabsorbing stateso Thus,
;,.;..; ... :.
a formal solution of--'the va:riou8 absorption probabilities would require
solving a 17 X 17 system of linear equations.
.' ,~ ..
-, '.,
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If·the process is started in state 25, the random walk represents
a finite "drunkard's walk." However, by starting the process in state
25, the absorption probabilities are 1/8 that the process will be ab-
sorbed in anyone particular absorbing state and as such are trivial.
Much more interesting is the case where the process is started in a non-
absorbing state other than state 25. The complete solutionis graph-
ica:l;.ly portr~yed in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9•.
.. 0:.
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This random walk also has center-fold symmetry and as such, many
,of the absorption probabilities are redundant. A more interesting
property is that the sum of the absorption probabilities in ~ ring is
1. This property is a consequence of Theorem 1.0 and four-fold sym-
metry. ' For example, Theorem 1~,O ,states that, i( the process is started
in state 9, the sUm'of the absorption probabilities of being abs<?rbed.
instates 1 through Sis ,. However, due to symmetry, the probability
. of starting 'in state 9 and being absorbed in states 8 and 2 is ident-
ical to the probability of starting in states 10 and.16 and being ab-
sorbed in state; 1. To ,continue aroun4 the ring, new notation will now
be introduced.
Recalling that bij is the probabi~ity that the process .s~arting,in
nonabsorbing state s1 e~ds' up· I~abso~bingstate' ,sJ,let
.. Now, as a consE;!quence of the four~fold .symmetry, ,
Pr [9 .~ 2,8J .= Pr (,0, 16'~ 1],
Pr [9 ~ 3,7] = Pr [,1,15 ~ 1]
Pr[9~4,6] = Pr [,2, 14 ~ 1]'
Pr [9 ~ 5 ] =,Pr f13 .3+ 1].
" The same argument also appl~es to the inner "ring that was just'
.'applied to the outer ringClThe' sums of these r.ings, are: ....
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~ner ring Outer ring
J-.-4
.-
..
.198 .375
..'
.147 •151 .. - ..
• 112 •080
" . .097 .057
8993 .052 ..
•097 - 0057·
0112 ',,080
0147 .-151
--
i 1.003 1.003
The third and final random walk that was analyzed is the square
shaped one pictured in Fig. 10•
.. . ' .;.:. ~ : .--:~
, :', ~.
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Fig. 10.
In> tiils"'"tiLndomwalk, although ·ther~ 'are: 12 ',absor1;>fng:' states,
. ' .
. . . .
:diagrams ,are. needed for the c~mplete solutiOl1~: These two", solutions
are graphically portrayed in Fig. ·11 "and,:'Figo' T2~'
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Fig.' 11.
.' .
, OJ'
Fig. 12•.
Once again, symmetFie's produce. redundancies' in the absorption
The diagram, in· Fig•..If has.-.center~~~+d syminet'ry\-ihile'
:the.diagram in Fig. 12 has diagonal-fold symmetry. In both ca5es,·th~
nonreduildailt 'probabilities iie on·the' line or aXis: ~f.symme.t~y.· There'
.:are probably many other properties' that could be'· pursued "in .connec~ion '
with symme.try in random walks; but the ~iter believed most of them
would be·outside the .scope of this paper.,
,The main. purpose of this paper is to demons.trat~ 'an alternate.
method for solving absorption probabilities of'random walks -- 'as .
opposed ~to using a digital computer•. However, the l~strandomwalk
.. was· solved ·both.~ays for compariso~ of accuracy. By rounding the
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computer results to three places, the absorption probabilities (if the
process is started in. state 13) are:'
state,
1 .
'2
3
4
5
. 6
7
8
9
10
, ·Resistive analogues
.298
", ···•.098
.032
.. 298
.032
.098
.027 .
.032.
.. 014
•032
.. 027
lIl014
Di6ital computer ..
" .~299
.• 098
~'031
.299
0031
.098 .
.027
.• 031
0013
.031 ..
0027
.013
'1.002 ·.998
~. The ·corre.lation· between the two methods is quite good. By
·rou.ndihg :thedigi£al' computer results, the three-place accuracy never
)
'-::<:i'iffers 'bYlllbr~than .001.. One reason fo'r this accuracy was the use'
'of l%pr.e~.isi.onr~sistors·and a digital readout voltmeter that was
al so 1%. accurate,•.
. ",'
The resistors:were.l .'024 k.n. in vallie and were ii1-.·
. ",,~. - -, .'. -' '.
< '0. '.
rrh~':wri~erwould'encou~age obtaining :re~istors' in this fashion be~··
...,..'
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cause- .or the lack of expense in-obtaining a large number of precision
.. resi~torsthat have _the same value of resistance.
_Wiring _the-resistors is l?est accomplished by soldering them on the
heads of nails that have been driven-into wood~ This method provides
a rigid model that can also be used-for classroom demonstrations. If
time is limited, a breadboard fashion of-connecting the resistor~ would
probably be best. In either case, the resistive analogue method does
prov~de a useru~ alternative method of solving absorbing random walk
problems.
..... "' ..-
'.. ",
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
r
Pij - Transition probability of moving from state si to state s ._
J
(n)Pij Probability of being in state Sj' starting from state si' after
n steps.
b .. - Probability that the process starting in nonabsorbing state s.1J 1
ends up in absorbing state Sj_
r .. - Resistance connected between terminal i and terminal j.1J
gij - Conductance connected between terminal i and terminal j; and
g .. = l/r ..•1J 1J
P - Transition matrix of transition probabilities.
Q - Partitioned transition matrix cont~iningall nonabsorbing states.
,;,
N - Fundamental matrix; and N = (I_Q)~l.
B - ¥~trix of" absorption probabilities.
-"
C - Column vector with all entries equal to 1.
Function defined to be
steps, and 0 otherwise.
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if the process is in state Sj after k
..
n. - Function defined to be the total number of times the process is in
J
state s .•
J
MiLnjl - Mean value of the function n j if the process is started in
state s .•
1
{s 1 - Set of nonabsorbing states.
n
{s1 - Set of absorbing states.
a
fv 1 -a
Set of terminals at which no fixed voltage is applied.
Set of terminals at whicn fixed voltages of 1 volt or 0 volts
are applied.
I,
